LIFELONG DRIVER
It’s Your Road

Quotes From
Our Drivers

®

“

Our son, who is a retired highway patrol officer,
sent the Lifelong Driver program to us with his
recommendations. After completing the program,
we felt the information and exercises contained in
the program were extremely beneficial. Lifelong Driver
helped us fine-tune and reinforce our driving skills
that had diminished over time. This has given both
of us the confidence to continue our driving into the
future. We especially liked the parking lot exercises.
—Ira and Ann L.

”

“

Lifelong Driver’s real-life driving simulations are
exceptional. My wife and I enjoyed “driving” each
module and improved our skills, learned better hazard
detection and gained improved distance judgment.
We are now better drivers. Why can’t all software
be this good? Thanks, Lifelong Driver!
—Murry S.
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Science & Technology

Lifelong Driver

Over 90% of all vehicle collisions are preventable.
Recognizing this, Dr. Richard Harkness, CEO of
ADEPT Driver, and a team of internationallyrecognized doctors and scientists developed a
revolutionary approach to achieving dramatic
improvements in driver safety.

Lifelong Driver® is research based.
We use validated teaching methods along with
patented and proprietary technology to make
the program effective, fun and engaging.

Focusing on crash reduction as a treatable behavioral
disorder, our experts created Lifelong Driver®, a
scientifically-based system that arms mature drivers
with the tools necessary to make life-preserving
decisions in real time, dramatically reducing the
chance of being involved in an automobile crash.

®

®

Lifelong Driver® is about developing
safer driving skills.
Lifelong Driver® uses real-life driving simulations
that precisely measure and teach the driving skills
most critical for mature drivers. As a result, most
participants notice an immediate improvement in
the way they drive.
Lifelong Driver was specifically created
to extend the driving life of mature drivers.
Our programs reinforce life-saving situational
awareness skills, helping to maintain independence
and mobility for mature drivers.
®

ADEPT Driver reformed the industry by introducing:
Targeted neurocognitive training using
driving simulations
Predictive analytics using crash avoidance
skills psychometrics

Lifelong Driver
includes:

Computer software & digital workbook
Activities are completed with a digital
workbook on the home computer.
Point-of-view driving simulations
Realistic driving simulations address the leading
causes of auto collisions among mature drivers and
develop neurocognitive pathways associated with
crash reduction.
Optional in-car exercises
In-car exercises to be completed at your own pace.
Certification
In-home computer tests to complete at
your own pace.
Auto insurance discounts
Check with your insurance provider to see if they offer
an insurance discount for Lifelong Driver® completion.

Assessment of behavioral intervention effectiveness
Statistically proven collision reduction rates

Not Just Behind the
Wheel… Ahead of
the Curve
TM

ADEPT Driver
programs work
because they
address the proven
factors behind auto
collisions.

Take a Drive: Lifelong Driver® uses challenging
point-of-view simulations to help drivers respond
to real risks and learn to safely navigate them.

By using advanced
behavioral science,
research, and
testing, ADEPT Driver
focuses on altering
driver behavior and
reducing their risk
of collisions.
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A PC or Mac that meets the minimum specifications.
For detailed specifications go to lifelongdriver.com
Internet connection
Approximately 6 hours to complete the program.
Training is divided into short 30-minute segments,
which can be completed at your own pace.
A valid driver license and auto insurance in order
to participate in the optional in-car exercises.
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To begin, you need:

It’s easy to order!
Purchase online at lifelongdriver.com or call
855-839-9090. Use discount code ADEPT2018
to save $60!

